BRICKHILL WANDERERS YOUTH FC

CHARTERED STANDARD DEVELOPMENT STATUS CLUB
Hi
Brickhill Wanderers are holding an invitation tournament on Sunday 2nd September 2018 and would
be honoured if your club could join us.
This will be taking place across 4 age groups, U9’s , U10’s , U12’s and U15’s for the forth coming
season 2018 / 2019.
The format will be 7 aside for the U9’s and U10’s with a maximum squad of 10 using roll on / roll off
subs.
The duration of games across age groups U9’s and U10’s will be the same with league rounds and
semi’s being 12 minutes straight through and final being 15 minutes straight through
The format for the U12’s will be the same as U15’S BUT 9 aside with a maximum squad of 12
The format forU15’s will be 11 aside with a maximum squad of 14 using roll on /roll off subs
The duration of games across age groups U12’s and U15’s will be the same with the league rounds
and semi’s being 15 minutes straight through and finals being 20 minutes straight through.
In the event of a draw at the final whistle, all semi’s and final’s will be decided by a penalty shoot
out
Ideally the tournament will be a 2 league format with the top two from each league going into the
cup semi’s, 3rd and 4th into the plate semi’s
Along with a trophy all finalist will also be receiving medals.
Players will be required to be signed by your club and age restraints within normal league rules
COST FOR ENTRY WILL BE £35 , DISCOUNT of £5 WILL BE ELLIGABE FOR EARLY ENTRY (before 1/8/18)
WE ARE ALSO OFFERING A 25% DISCOUNT OFF FULL PRICE FOR MULTIPLE TEAM EARLY ENTRY
ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS £26.25 PER TEAM.
VENUE ADDRESS
KINGSFIELD, 1 GREAT SPUR, BIDDENHAM, BEDFORD, MK40 9WG
We will require your F A Affiliation number and a cheque made Payable to
BRICKHILL WANDERERS YOUTH FC
Address ;- 3 BRUTHWAITE GREEN,BEDFORD, BEDS, MK42 0NH
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT martin-henson@sky.com
PLEASE NOTE ;- Format could change depending on entry level but be assured every effort will
be made to stay as close as possible to the format described

Best regards
Martin ( Tournament committee)

